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Common KPIs to 
Track in GA4 & 
Where to Find Them
Key Performance Indicators, otherwise known as KPIs, 
are key metrics that measure the performance of  
your business objectives. Use this guide to learn  
how to track KPI’s in Google Analytics 4 and  
where you can find them. 
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What Are KPIs?

Traffic KPIs

Key Performance Indicators, otherwise known as KPIs, are key metrics that measure 
the performance of your business objectives. For example, if you are looking to grow 
awareness of your business, you would look at KPIs such as Users to your website 
and track if that number has grown over time. Or if you are looking to increase the 
number of leads you’ve generated, the KPI you would look at is conversions.

To find KPIs related to your website traffic, click on the Acquisition tab in your GA4 
property and select Traffic Acquisition. You will see a table similar to the one below. 
The main KPIs to focus on in this section are Users, Average Engagement Time Per 
Session, Conversions, and Total Revenue (if you are an eCommerce business).
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Users: this is the number of total users that have visited your site in your 
selected time period.

Average Engagement Time Per Session: this is the average amount of time 
a visitor spends on your site. This metric is important in determining how 
effective different marketing channels are. The longer the session, the better, 
as this means visitors are engaged with your website content.

Conversions: this is the number of important actions, such as a form 
submission or purchase, visitors have made. Determining the number of 
conversions that came from each marketing channel, can help you make 
strategic decisions on where to spend your marketing efforts.

Total Revenue: this is the amount of revenue your website has brought in. You 
are able to see the breakdown of which channels brought in the most revenue 
and the least revenue. This will help you determine which marketing tactics 
to scale. For example, if Paid Social is bringing in a lot of revenue, it would be 
worthwhile to put more budget into that tactic.
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Page View KPIs
To find KPIs related to your website content, click on the Engagement tab and 
select Pages and screens. Here you will be able to see data pertaining to every 
page on your website. Main KPIs that you will focus on here are Views, Average 
Engagement Time, and Conversions. (You can also look at your Landing Page 
report to determine the top pages people land on when getting to your site and 
looking at similar metrics).

Views: this is the number of times a specific page has been viewed in the time 
period selected.

Average Engagement Time: this is the average amount of time a visitor spends 
on a specific page. This is helpful when determining which content is the most 
popular to your website visitors, especially if you have a blog.

Conversions: this is the number of important actions, such as a form submission 
or purchase, visitors have made on that specific page. For example, if you have a 
newsletter signup form on the bottom of blog pages, you would be able to see 
how many visitors signed up for the newsletter on those specific pages.
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Conversion KPIs
While you can get conversion data in both the Traffic Acquisition and Pages and 
Screens reports, GA4 also has a Conversion report dedicated to conversion data.  
This report can be found by clicking on Engagement and then selecting Conversions.

In this table you will only see your conversion data. To break it down 
by session channel or session source/medium, or any other secondary 
dimension, click on the blue + button to get more detailed information  
on where the conversions came from.


